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Abstract- In the field of computer science and operation’s
research, Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) is an optimization
algorithm relatively new swarm intelligence technique based on
behaviour of honey bee swarm and Meta heuristic. It is
successfully applied to various paths mostly continuous
optimization problems. Swarm intelligence systems are typically
made up of a population of simple agents or boids interacting
locally with one another and with their environment. The job
scheduling problem is the problem of assigning the jobs in the
system in a manner that will optimize the overall performance of
the application, while assuring the correctness of the result. ABC
algorithm, is proposed in this paper, for solving the job
scheduling problem with the criterion to decrease the maximum
completion time. In this paper, modifications to the ABC
algorithm is based on Genetic Algorithm (GA) crossover and
mutation operators. Such modifications applied to the creation of
new candidate solutions improved performance of the algorithm.
Keywords: Artificial Bee Colony, Genetic algorithm, Job
scheduling.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Scheduling jobs has been a popular research topic for
many years. There are many different ways to schedule jobs
and the threads which make them up. However, only a few
mechanisms are used in practice and studied in detail. Users
submit jobs in batch to a resource management system
queue and a centralized scheduler decides how to prioritize
and allocate resources for job execution. To minimize the
response time, the scheduling system strategy needs to
prioritize competing user jobs with varying levels of
priorities and importance and allocate resources accordingly.
Several inhabitants based on algorithm has been proposed
to find near-optimal solutions to the difficult optimization
problems like scheduling and routing problems. An
inhabitant based algorithm refers the inhabitants consisting
of possible solutions to the problem are modified by
applying some operators on the solutions depending on the
information of their fitness values. Inhabitants based on
algorithm are classified into two groups: evolutionary
algorithms and swarm intelligence-based algorithms.
Evolutionary algorithm is one of the most accepted Genetic
Algorithm (GA) based on the natural evolution. In the basic
GA, a selection operation is applied to the solutions
evaluated by the evaluation component. As a relatively new
member of swarm intelligence, an artificial bee colony
(ABC) algorithm is based on collective behaviour of selforganized systems.

So far, ABC algorithm has received interest from
researchers in a variety of fields. The ABC algorithm was
first proposed to optimize multi-variable and multi-modal
continuous functions. Many comparative studies showed
that the performance of the ABC algorithm was competitive
when compared to other population-based algorithms with
the advantage of employing fewer control parameters in the
continuous space.
This paper performs an experiment on proposed adaptive
ABC with crossover and mutation operations. The crossover
and mutation operations are performed to find best food
source positions. After the crossover and mutation operation
the fitness of the individual food source’s best position is
compared with that of the two off-springs and the best one is
taken as the new individual best food source position. Two
food sources are selected as parents through selection
process and calculate their fitness values. After selecting
crossover and mutation points randomly, new fitness values
are generated using crossover and mutation's probabilities.
Both the above techniques perform a crossover and mutation
by swapping the food source around the crossover and
mutation points.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 briefly reviews the Genetic algorithm. Section 3
presents the basic ABC algorithm and discusses the
proposed adaptive ABC technique, which is detailed in its
subsections. Section 4 discusses about the Experimental
Results and Discussion. Section 5 concludes the paper.
II.

GENETIC ALGORITHM

In the computer science field of artificial intelligence,
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a search heuristic that mimics
the process of natural evolution. This heuristic is routinely
used to generate useful solutions to optimization and search
problems. Basically it consists of five components: a
random number generator, a fitness evaluation unit and
genetic operators for reproduction; crossover and mutation
operations.
Simple generational genetic algorithm procedure
1.
Choose the initial population of individuals
2.
Evaluate the fitness of everyone in that population.
3.
Repeat on this generation until termination (time
limit,
sufficient
fitness
achieved,
etc.):
i. Select the best-fit individuals for reproduction
ii. Breed new individuals through crossover and
mutation operations to give birth to offspring
iii. Evaluate the individual fitness of new
individuals
4.
Replace least-fit population with new individuals
Figure 1: The procedure of Genetic algorithm
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The initial population required at the start of the
algorithm, is a set of food source generated by the random
generator. Each position of a food source represents a
possible solution of the optimization problem, and the nectar
amount of a food source corresponds to the quality (fitness)
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of the associated solution. A fitness value is a measure of
the goodness of the solution that it represents. Essentially
the aim of the genetic operators is to transform this set of
food source into sets with superior fitness values. The
reproduction operator performs a natural selection function
known as seeded selection. The crossover and mutation
operator chooses pairs of food sources at random and
produces new pairs. The simplest crossover and mutation
operation is to cut the original food sources nectar amount at
a randomly selected point and to exchange. The number of
crossover and mutation operations is governed by a
crossover and mutation rate. The mutation operator
randomly mutates or reverses the values of food source. The
number of mutation operations is determined by a mutation
rate. A phase of the algorithm consists of applying the
evaluation, reproduction, crossover and mutation operations.
2.1 Genetic algorithm for Job scheduling
Step 1. Initialize the population as input number of processors,
number of jobs.
Step2. Process started
Step2.1 Evaluate the fitness function (makes pan).
Step2. 2. Perform selection to select best individuals from the
current population.
Step 2. 3. Perform two-point crossover. Choose pairs of
chromosomes (task).Choose a random point exchange machine
assignments from that point until the end of the chromosome.
Step 2.4.Mutation: Randomly select a task. Randomly, reassign
it to the new machine.
Step 3. The process is repeated until the stopping criterion is met.
(Best fitness, minimum completion time)
Step 4. Stop

Figure 2: The procedure of genetic algorithm for job
scheduling
III. THE ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY ALGORITHM
Inspired by the intelligent foraging behaviours of
Honeybee Swarm, an Artificial Bee Colony algorithm is
developed, which is a new population-based meta-heuristic
approach. In ABC algorithm, three different kinds of
foraging bees are involved: employed bees, onlooker bees,
and scout bees. The procedure that followed in the ABC
algorithm is given in Fig. 3.
Initialization phase
Step 1: Initialize parameters, including the number of food sources
or the number of employed bees, number of onlooker bees and
number of scout bees.
Step 2: Initialize population of food sources with random solutions.
Step 3: Calculate the objective value of each food source and then
determine the best food resource. Employed bee phase
Step 4: For every employed bee, generate a new food source.
Step 5: Calculate the objective value for every new food sources
and compute the best food source.
Onlooker bee phase
Step 6: Calculate the probability of selecting food source using
Equ. (1).
Step 7: Calculate the number of onlooker bees to be sent to the
food source.
Step 8: Every onlooker bee, generate the new food sources.
Scout bee phase
Step 9: Initialize scout bees with random solutions and update the
best food sources.
Step 10: Determine the worst employed bees and replace them
with the scout bees if the scout bees are better.
Step 11: If a stopping criterion is met, then the best food source is
obtained with its objective value.

Figure 3: The basic procedure of ABC algorithm

Employed bees are those bees that are exploiting a food
source currently. The working process of the bees is
described as follows:
The employed bees bring loads of nectar from the food
sources to the hive and then share the food source
information with onlooker bees by dancing in a common
area in the hive called dance area. The duration of a dance is
proportional to the nectar content of the food source
currently being exploited by the dancing bee. Onlooker bees
need to watch numerous dances before choosing a food
source, which tends to choose a food source according to the
probability proportional to the quality of that food source.
Therefore, the good food sources tend to attract more bees
than the bad ones. A scout or onlooker bee may change into
an employed bee when it finds a better source. An employed
bee associated with a food source may become a scout or
onlooker bee when the food source is exploited fully.
In the ABC algorithm, each food source represents a
possible solution to the problem under consideration, and
the nectar amount of a food source represents the quality of
the solution. The ABC algorithm assumes that there is only
one employed bee for every food source, i.e. The number of
food sources is same as the number of employed bees. The
employed bee of an abandoned food source becomes a scout
bee and as soon as it finds a new food source, it becomes an
employed bee again. The ABC algorithm is an iterative
algorithm. It starts by associating all employed bees with
randomly generated food sources (solution). Then, every
employed bee moves to a new food source in the
neighbourhood of its currently associated food source and
evaluates its nectar amount (objective value) during
iterations. When the employed bees completes the process,
they share the nectar information of the food sources with
the onlooker bees and the number of onlooker bees to be
sent to the food source found by the employed bee is
proportional to the nectar amount of that food source.
The probability pi of selecting a food sources i is
determined by the following expression:
pi =

fit

(1)

i

l

∑

i =1

fit

i

Here, fiti is the objective value of the solution represented
by the food sources, i and l is the total number of food
sources. Clearly, good food sources will attract more
onlookers than the bad ones.
3.1 Adaptive ABC Algorithm
In adaptive ABC algorithm, new food sources are generated
by accomplishing the crossover and mutation operations.
The crossover and mutation are the genetic algorithm
operations. In this proposed method, crossover and mutation
operator is added after the employed bee phase of Artificial
Bee Colony algorithm. ABC algorithm has four phases
namely initialization phase, employed bees phase, onlooker
bees phase and scout bees phase, adding mutation phase
after the employed bee phase. Employed bee phase do the
local search and mutation after the employed bee phase
explore the search space and search for new area of solution
space. Through mutation, on the one side, there is a chance
of changing the local best position, and the algorithm may
not be trapped into local optima. On the other side,
individual can make use of the others advantage by sharing
information mechanism. In this method, the mutation step is
carried out on the probabilistic way in each food searching
operation for each iteration during the life cycle of ABC
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optimization technique. Food Source is selected arbitrarily
from the food size and mutation is performed. In mutation,
generated offspring’s replaces the older offspring’s. The
mutation operator used in this paper is uniform mutation.
When performing mutation, food source xij is randomly
selected and replace its one of the dimension value by
random number generated in between lower and upper
bound value of the food source.
The procedure that followed in the adaptive ABC algorithm
is demonstrated in Fig. 4.
Initialization phase
Step 1: Initialize input parameters, including the number
of food sources or the number of employed bees eb ,
number of onlooker bees

ob and number of scout bees sb .

Step 2: Initialize populations by generating random food
sources f s .
Step 3: Calculate the fitness value F ( f s ) of each food
source f s and then determine the best food resource bf s .
Employed bee phase
Step 4: For every employed bee, generate a new food
source Nf s (eb ) by using the crossover and mutation
operations.
Step 5: Calculate fitness value

as f si = {R1 , R2 , L Rk }; k ∈ M ,

where

i

3.2.1 Crossover and mutation in the employed bee phase
In our ABC algorithm, employed bees perform global
exploration with multiple different neighbourhoods for
promising food sources over the entire region. Since the JSP
consists of machine assignment and operation sequence, we
will design the crossover and mutation operators to evolve
the machine assignment and operation sequence.
3.2.2 Crossover and mutation for machine assignment
To evolve the machine assignment, two crossover and
mutation operators are applied with equal probability, i.e.,
the two-point crossover and mutation and uniform crossover
and mutation. These crossover and mutation operators only
change the machine assignment but not change the operation
sequence. To the two feasible parents, the offspring
generated by these crossover and mutation operators is still
feasible
3.2.3 Mutation for machine assignment
To enhance the exploration capability in the employed bee
search phase, a mutation operator for machine assignment is
proposed and embedded in the ABC algorithm. To reduce
the computation load, the following mutation procedure is
used in the ABC algorithm with a probability 50%:
Step 1. Randomly generate an integer I from 1 to n, where
n is the total number of operations
Step 2. Randomly select I positions from the machine
assignment vector
Step 3. For each selected position, replace the machine
with a different machine randomly chosen from
the candidate machine set (no change happens if
the set only includes one machine)

F ( f s (eb )) for every

newly generated food sources and compute the best food
source.
Onlooker bee phase
Step 6: For every onlooker bee, generate a new food
source Nf s (ob ) by using the crossover and mutation
operations.
Step 7: Calculate fitness value

represented

represents the number of generated food sources. In this
food source, each resources have the allocated jobs based on
their execution and processing times en and p n ,m .

F ( f s (ob )) for every

newly generated food sources and compute the best food
source.
Scout bee phase
Step 9: Initialize scout bees with random solutions and
compute fitness value F ( f s ( sb )) for these random

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated
under five different job datasets and the results are
compared against the conventional algorithms such as ABC,
GA and, ABC-GA. The results that are obtained under
different experiments are given in following Tables I and
Figures 5 to 8.
Table 1: Job Completion Time for Job Dataset I by the
proposed with (i) 50 iterations, (ii) 100 iterations and (iii)
200 iterations, ABC, GA and ABC_GA algorithm with the
number of 10 jobs and resources are 50,100,150,200.

solutions.
Step 10: Find the best scout bee among the randomly
generated food sources using the fitness value
F ( f s ( sb )) .
Step 11: The scout bee’s best food source B ( f s ( sb )) , the

B ( f s ( sb )) and the
onlooker bee’s best food source B ( f s ( s b )) are compared

employed bee’s best food source

based on their fitness values.
Step 12: Among these food sources, the best food source is
stored in the scout bee’s phase and remaining food sources
are given to the next iteration.
Step 13: The process is repeated until the stopping
criterion is met. Then, the best food source is obtained
with its objective value from the scout bee’s phase.
Figure 4: The procedure of Adaptive ABC algorithm
3.2 Proposed Adaptive ABC technique for Job Scheduling
Our proposed technique finds out the way for the
assignment of jobs to the resources by achieving minimum
completion time. The adaptive ABC algorithm is initiated by
generating food sources f s . The food sources are
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achieved high performance in allocating the available jobs to
the precise resources and also attained a high efficiency. The
performance of the proposed job scheduling technique was
analyzed with two hybrid techniques namely ABC and GA
with experimental results that proves, that the proposed job
scheduling technique has attained high accuracy and
efficiency than the two hybrid techniques. Hence, the
proposed adaptive ABC job scheduling technique is capable
of finding the optimal jobs to the resources and also
achieving the minimum completion time.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an adaptive ABC technique was proposed to
allocate the available jobs to the exact resources. The
proposed method has achieved the minimum completion and
makes span time. The drawbacks of existing techniques
were solved by considering some efficient factors in job
scheduling process. Thus, the proposed technique has
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